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p16 is recognized as a tumor suppressor gene due to the prevalence of its genetic inactivation in
all types of human cancers. Additionally, p16 gene plays a critical role in controlling aging,

regulating cellular senescence, detection and maintenance of DNA damage. The molecular

mechanism behind these events involves p16-mediated signaling pathway (or p16-Rb pathway),

the focus of our study. Understanding functional dependence between dynamic behavior of
biological components involved in the p16-mediated pathway and aforesaid molecular-level

events might suggest possible implications in the diagnosis, prognosis and treatment of human

cancer. In the present work, we employ reverse-engineering approach to construct the most
detailed computational model of p16-mediated pathway in higher eukaryotes. We implement

experimental data from the literature to validate the model, and under various assumptions

predict the dynamic behavior of p16 and other biological components by interpreting the

simulation results. The quantitative model of p16-mediated pathway is created in a systematic
manner in terms of Petri net technologies.

Keywords: Signaling pathway; p16-mediated pathway; hybrid functional Petri net; quantitative
modeling.

1. Introduction

Achievements in molecular biology and genetics over the past few decades have

created a tremendous gap between accumulated biological data and their inter-

pretation. Bringing together a posteriori knowledge with mathematical formalism
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and tools of computer science provides an essential vehicle to close the existing

gap. Computational modeling and simulation is a well-known approach to

explore biological systems. The main idea behind this approach is to create

the closest approximation of a biological system based on wet lab results, and

predict its dynamic behavior through measuring the amounts of biological com-

ponents. The success of this approach depends on success in all of its phases,

which are the selection of appropriate modeling tool, gradual model development

and its careful adjustment, model validation and prediction of dynamic behavior

through simulation and analysis of simulation results. Researchers have come

to realize that an appropriate modeling tool not only has to reproduce the bio-

logical system to desired outcome, but also allow us to predict its behavior by

interpreting the simulation results in a meaningful way. Nowadays, there exists a

consensus among researchers that a quantitative description of dynamic behavior

is inevitable to fully understand biological systems with complex interacting

components.

With the advent of The Human Genome Project, scientists announced that they

have identi¯ed approximately 20,000–25,000 genes on the whole human genome.

What we do know is that not all genes are equally important for survival of living

organisms. Some genes are of critical importance, while others are of much less

importance. The present research is focused on p16,1,2 a crucial player orchestrating

a prominent role in controlling DNA damage and tumor suppression,3 replicative

senescence and aging.4,5 Furthermore, p16 plays an important role in cell cycle

regulation,6 particularly facilitating the regulation of p16-mediated signaling path-

way. Inactivation of p16 leads to disruption of p16-mediated signaling pathway, a

key cause of cancers in humans.7,8 As part of the consensus of p16 utilization as a

potential biomarker for detection and diagnosis of cancer, p16 immunohistochem-

istry is gaining signi¯cance.9,10 Overall, this is the strongest argument to motivate

further research in this area.

There exists a dozen of quantitative models describing various aspects of cell cycle

regulation.11–29 Several comprehensive reviews are available on existing mathemat-

ical and computational models.30,31 Still, research on this ¯eld is far from over.32 In

particular the details of the inhibitory role of p16 in replicative senescence and DNA

damage, as well as the relationship between the p16 mutations and their interaction

with protein complexes remain largely unanswered. The present research, to the best

of authors knowledge, describes the most detailed quantitative model of p16-medi-

ated pathway in higher eukaryotes, incorporating the latest experimental observa-

tions. We study the quantitative changes in dynamic behavior of the major proteins

and protein complexes in response to the mutations of p16 and G1-dysfunction. In

this respect, it is noteworthy that our model gives insight into key role of p16 in

regulation of replicative senescence and DNA damage. Throughout our modeling

system, we compare the behavior of the major proteins with experimental data, to

validate our model and assess in what measure the model reproduce the dynamics of

p16-mediated pathway.
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In the present research, we exploit hybrid functional Petri net (HFPN) as

computational platform to create quantitative and explanatory model of p16-me-

diated pathway, describing the processes of the cell cycle regulation at G1 phase. We

perform a series of simulations to validate the model for wild type p16 and its

mutated form. Simulation results facilitate understanding of the dynamic behavior of

p16 in a normal functioning cell as opposed to a dysfunctional cell when DNA

damage or replicative senescence occurs.

The paper is organized as follows: We start with introducing the molecular

mechanism behind p16-mediated signaling pathway to make it easy for the readers to

understand the present research. Then we succinctly review Petri nets, from its

simplest form to HFPN. After that, we present our HFPN model of p16-mediated

pathway, and draw a connection between model components and biological content.

Following this, we discuss the simulation results, and we summarize our ¯ndings.

2. The p16-Mediated Signaling Pathway

The tumor suppressor genes p16 and p21 play a key role in detection and repair of

DNA damage and keeping track of replicative senescence. The p16 and p21 utilize

their functions in G1 phase and G1/S checkpoint, respectively. Figure 1 is a sche-

matic illustration of p16- and p21-mediated control mechanism occurring in human

cells. In wild-type human cells, Cdk4 binds to Cdk6, which in turn activates cyclin D,

and further inactivates Rb by phosphorylating it. Phosphorylation of Rb by Cdk4/6

Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of p16- and p21-mediated control mechanism regulating DNA damage and

replicative senescence.
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leads to activation of cyclin E, which in turn forms a complex with Cdk2. A complex

CycECdk2 further phosphorylates pRb. Phosphorylation of pRb by CycECdk2

inactivates it and allows cells to enter S phase, resulting in the initiation of DNA

replication.33,34 When number of accumulated cell doublings reaches the Hay°ick

limit35 p16 receives a signal on replicative senescence. As a result p16 binds to

Cdk4/6 inhibiting its activity thereby preventing Rb phosphorylation.36,37 This

leads to irreversible arrest in G1 phase of cell cycle. When DNA damage is detected,

the action of p16 again targets Cdk4/6 and results in arrest in G1 phase until DNA

damage is repaired. Inactivation of tumor suppressor gene p16 occurs through its

mutation. Mutated p16 gene looses its gatekeeper role at G1 phase which might

cause uncontrolled cell division leading to cancer.38 When p16 is mutated, p21 takes

responsibility for controlling its functions in G1/S checkpoint.

3. Petri Nets

A concept of Petri nets was introduced by Dr. Carl Adam Petri in 1962. An

original Petri net sometimes referred to as P/T-net, is suitable for modeling dis-

crete dynamic systems in which both systems states and transitions between the

states are represented in terms of integers. In order to add more modeling power

and match modeling tool to systems characteristics, P/T-net is sometimes ex-

panded with time, color, hierarchy, stochasticity, fuzzibility, and other extensions.

In a P/T-net with extension, a state is basically composed of discrete and boolean

components.

Nevertheless, a P/T-net with extension is not suitable for modeling the dy-

namic systems with continuously changing state parameters. Continuous Petri

nets were introduced to overcome this drawback.39 In a continuous Petri net, real

numbers are used to represent continuous change of state parameters. Many dy-

namic systems are however naturally hybrid employing di®erent structured pro-

cesses. A state in hybrid systems is a collection of integers, real numbers, boolean

values, etc. Hybrid Petri nets are speci¯cally developed to comprise di®erent

structured data types, and express explicitly the relationship between continuous

and discrete values.40

Modeling of biological systems requires often interaction between di®erent

structured processes. Biological reactions are natural continuous processes. Reaction

rate or reaction speed at which a biological reaction takes place is usually expressed

in terms of real numbers. On the other hand, checking for presence/absence of

biological phenomenon is a boolean process, while counter-like mechanism is a typ-

ical discrete process. In biological reactions, concentration of output component

depends on concentrations of input components and the reaction rate. Reaction rates

are determined in accordance with the functions that are assigned to biological

processes. HFPN is inherited from hybrid Petri net in which a function is associated

with each continuous process. HFPN has been successfully used for modeling and

simulation of many biological processes.41–44
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4. Model Construction

When modeling biological systems, the researchers use terms that are meaningful in

biological context.We use terminology adopted inmany articles,42–44,59,60 and rename

place, transition, arc and token respectively as entity, process, connector and quantity

in compliance with the biological content. Our model is centered upon gatekeeper role

of p16 in regulating p16-mediated pathway. Cascade of biological events induced by

each of four possible scenarios regarding p16 mutation and G1-dysfunction are de-

scribed in Fig. 2. We create HFPN model of p16-mediated pathway from biological

content information that is discussed in the literature.24,33–38,45,61–69 The present

model is centered around interactions between four major proteins: p16, cyclin D,

Cdk4 and Cdk6. We suppose that each major protein is synthesized in accordance

with the central dogma of molecular biology. A protein is synthesized in the cyto-

plasm and then transported to the nucleus; and that the abundance of mRNA that

no longer used for protein production as well as all unnecessary proteins and protein

complexes are destroyed by degradation. Figure 4 exempli¯es aforesaid biological

phenomena for Cdk4. Our model incorporates similar net fragments for p16, cyclin D

and Cdk6. In Fig. 5, we propose a skeleton model of the p16-mediated pathway. In

this ¯gure, for the sake of clarity we discard graphical description of protein syn-

theses and other satellite data discussed so far, and try to emphasize on molecular

Fig. 2. Classi¯cation of biological events with respect to p16 mutation and G1-dysfunction.
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interactions between major proteins, phosphorylation and proteasome-mediated

ubiquitination.

HFPN model of p16-mediated pathway is composed of 28 continuous entities

representing mRNAs, proteins, protein complexes, ubiquitin, phosphate, ubiquiti-

nated and phosphorylated proteins; 2 generic entities indicating presence/absence of

p16 mutation and G1-dysfunction; 44 continuous processes standing for transcrip-

tion, translation, nuclear transport, binding, phosphorylation, ubiquitination,

mRNA degradation, natural degradation and mutation; 74 process and associate

connectors. The model comprises 30 variables m1 to m30, two of which are intro-

duced to indicate presence/absence status of p16 mutation (m4) and G1-dysfunction

(m6), and remaining 28 variables are de¯ned to measure the concentrations of bi-

ological components. The types and identi¯ers used in the present model are speci¯ed

Fig. 3. The elements used in HFPN model.

Fig. 4. Central dogma of biology illustrated for Cdk4: mRNA transcribed from DNA (T7) is then
translated into protein (T8). Protein synthesized in cytoplasm is exported to nucleus (T9). Both mRNA

and proteins undergo degradation (d2, d9 and d10).
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in Fig. 3. To keep the concentration of related mRNAs at speci¯ed level, we use

associate connectors between mRNA entries and related transcription processes.

Relationship between entities and biological components is illustrated in Table 1.

Likewise, correspondence between processes and biological phenomena is detailed in

Tables 2 and 3. Information on connectors are described in Table 4. Given biological

components X and Y, throughout the manuscript XmRNA, pX, X[Ub], X(N), X(C),

Xmutated and XY stand for mRNA of X component, phosphorylated X component,

ubiquitinated X component, nucleic, cytoplasmic, mutated concentrations of X

component and complex of X and Y components, respectively.

Fig. 5. HFPN representation of p16-mediated pathway in human cell cycle.
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It is hard, if not impossible, to determine exact rates based on data coming from

biological laboratory experiments. It is uncommon that two identical experiments

lead to identical observations, since biological phenomenon depends on many

parameters. The results of wet lab experiments regarding rate measurements may

sometimes be contradictory. In this work, the rates of biological phenomena are

estimated according to their relative rates. We ¯rst preset rate of transcription to 1,

and then set the rates of remaining biological phenomena by comparing them with

the rate of transcription. The process rates adopted in the present work are com-

parable to those in other works.43,44 The process rates are presented in Table 2.

The elements of HFPN model are detailed in Fig. 3, while whole model is dem-

onstrated in Fig. 5. A screen snapshot of HFPN model is illustrated in Fig. 6. The

model allows rule-based processing of biological events in accordance with four

scenarios mentioned in Fig. 2. Note thatT4 andm4 control the status ofmutation.

Likewise, G1-dysfunction and m6 check the presence of dysfunction in G1 phase.

When p16 is mutated, the rule m4¼¼1 enables T4. Occurrence of T4 arrests p16 in

Table 1. Correspondence between biological components and HFPN entities.

Entity name Entity type Variable Initial value Value type

p16mRNA Continuous m1 0 Double

p16(C) Continuous m2 0 Double

p16(N) Continuous m3 0 Double
Mutation Generic m4 True/false Boolean

p16mutated Continuous m5 0 Double

G1-dysfunction Generic m6 True/false Boolean

p16Cdk4/6(N) Continuous m7 0 Double
p16Cdk4/6(C) Continuous m8 0 Double

Cdk4mRNA Continuous m9 0 Double

Cdk4(C) Continuous m10 0 Double

Cdk4(N) Continuous m11 0 Double
Cdk6mRNA Continuous m12 0 Double

Cdk6(C) Continuous m13 0 Double

Cdk6(N) Continuous m14 0 Double
CycDmRNA Continuous m15 0 Double

CycD(C) Continuous m16 0 Double

CycD(N) Continuous m17 0 Double

Cdk4Cdk6 Continuous m18 0 Double
CycDCdk4/6 Continuous m19 0 Double

Phosphate Continuous m20 1 Double

RbDpE2F Continuous m21 1 Double

pRB Continuous m22 0 Double
DpE2F Continuous m23 0 Double

SPhaseGenes Continuous m24 0 Double

pCycD(N) Continuous m25 0 Double

pCycD(C) Continuous m26 0 Double
SCF Continuous m27 1 Double

CycDSCF Continuous m28 0 Double

Ubiquitin Continuous m29 1 Double
CycD[Ub] Continuous m30 0 Double
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cytoplasm, indicating that p16 is no longer functional as an inhibitor. Otherwise, T3

occurs in accordance with rulem4¼¼0, transporting p16 from cytoplasm to nucleus.

When dysfunction occurs in Gl phase, in appliance with rule m6¼¼1, p16 inhibits

formation of CycDCdk4/6 complex.

Table 4. Connectors in the HFPN model.

Connector Firing style Firing script Connector type

c1 Rule m4¼¼1 Input association

c2 Rule m6¼¼1 Input association
c3 Rule m4¼¼0 Input process

c4 Rule (m4¼¼0 && m6¼¼0) jj Input process

(m4¼¼1 && m6¼¼0) jj
(m4¼¼1 && m6¼¼1)

c5–c13 Threshold 0 Input association

c14–c49 Threshold 0 Input process

c50–c74 Threshold 0 Output process

Table 2. Correspondence between biological phenomena and HFPN processes.

Biological phenomenon Process Process type Process rate

Transcription of p16mRNA T1 Continuous 1

Translation of p16 T2 Continuous m1*0.1

Nuclear import of p16 T3 Continuous m2*0.1
Mutation of p16 T4 Continuous m2*0.1

Binding of p16(N) and Cdk4/6 T5 Continuous m3*m18*0.001

Nuclear export of p16Cdk4/6 T6 Continuous m7*0.1

Transcription of Cdk4mRNA T7 Continuous 1
Translation of Cdk4 T8 Continuous m9*0.1

Nuclear import of Cdk4 T9 Continuous m10*0.1

Transcription of Cdk6mRNA T10 Continuous 1

Translation of Cdk6 T11 Continuous m12*0.1
Nuclear import of Cdk6 T12 Continuous m13*0.1

Binding of Cdk4 and Cdk6 T13 Continuous m11*m14*0.001

Transcription of CycDmRNA T14 Continuous 1
Translation of CycD T15 Continuous m15*0.1

Nuclear import of CycD T16 Continuous m16*0.1

Binding of Cdk4/6 and CycD T17 Continuous m17*m18*0.001

Phosphorylation of RB T18 Continuous m19*m20*m21*0.1
Transcription of S phase genes T19 Continuous m23*1

Nuclear export of pCycD T20 Continuous m25*0.1

Binding of pCycD and SCF T21 Continuous m26*m27*0.001

Ubiquitination of CycD T22 Continuous m28*m29*0.01
Degradation of CycD[Ub] T23 Continuous m30*0.5

Table 3. Natural degradations in the HFPN model.

Biological phenomenon Process Process type Process rate

Degradation of mRNAs d1–d4 Continuous mi*0.05

Degradation of proteins d5–d21 Continuous mi*0.01
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5. Simulations and Validation

The concentrations are plotted against time units called Petri time or pt, for short. In

order to make simulation results comparable for all components, we performed the

simulations at same pt sampling interval and consequently same simulation granu-

larity. Although asymptotic behaviors of measured concentrations were observed

within 200 pt, for clarity of observations we continued simulating until 500 pt. The

simulations were conducted in accordance with the following four cases: (a) p16 is

active but G1-dysfunction does not occur; (b) p16 is active and G1-dysfunction

occurs; (c) p16 is inactivated and G1-dysfunction does not occur; and (d) p16 is

inactivated and G1-dysfunction occurs.

Inactivation of p16 by the mutations has been reported to be a critical event in

tumor progression. Almost 50% of all human cancers show loss of p16 function. There

is evidence that some neoplasms exhibit remarkable amount of p16 concentration in

cytoplasm. Study of cytoplasmic accumulation of p16 is indeed a recent event. The

mechanisms behind p16 arrest in cytoplasm have not been clari¯ed yet, though there

are few hypotheses to explain the accumulation of p16 in cytoplasm. Simulation

results in Fig. 7-I(c,d) reveal that inactivation of p16 is characterized by monotonic

stable steady-state of p16 cytoplasmic concentration with approximately linear rate

of growth. Close to the end of sampling time mutated p16 in cytoplasm reaches its

peak level at 750. We know that p16 mutations usually arise in the form of promoter

methylation, homozygotic deletion and loss of heterozygosity. Impact of mutation

types to concentration behavior of p16 needs to be further investigated.

The consequences triggered by the loss of p16 function are indicated in Fig. 2. In

the light of these scenarios, inactivation of p16 by the mutations arrests p16 in

cytoplasm preventing its transportation to the nucleus. Nonexistence of p16 in nu-

cleus causes p16 not to act as an inhibitor anymore. Even if DNA is damaged or

Hay°ick limit has reached, p16 is not able to bind to Cdk4/6. Since inhibitory

mechanism does not work properly due to the mutation of p16, the formation of

CycDCdk4/6 complex and phosphorylation of Rb cannot be stopped. Thus, the

necessary cell cycle arrest cannot be realized by p16. As illustrated in Fig. 7(c,d)

simulation results provide a good ¯t to aforesaid scenarios showing no accumulation

of p16 in nucleus [Fig. 7-II(c,d)] and consequently no accumulation of p16Cdk4/6 in

nucleus [Fig. 7-IV(c,d)] and in cytoplasm [Fig. 7-III(c,d)]. The simulation results in

Fig. 7(c,d) do not show any di®erence no matter whether there is G1-dysfunction or

not. This is an expected result as it is consistent with the aforementioned scenarios.

Some researchers report on complete disruption of cyclin D by proteasome-me-

diated ubiquitination at the end of G1 phase,70 while others claim that unlike cyclins

A, B and E, whose levels oscillate during the cell cycle, cyclin D is subsequently

expressed throughout cell cycle, and its levels are more constant.71–73 The majority of

the researchers, on the other hand, suggest that in wild-type cells the cyclin D levels

are high during G1 phase in response to growth factors to initiate DNA synthesis, but

then it is suppressed to low levels during S phase to allow for e±cient DNA synthesis,
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and ¯nally it is induced again in G2 phase to support proliferation.74,75 There does

not exist, however, absolute consensus among researchers regarding exact levels of

cyclin D before, during and after the suppression.

Figure 9-III shows simulation results for concentration behavior of cyclin D in

nucleus. As we observed, when p16 is inactivated by the mutations and/or dys-

function is not detected in G1 phase, the concentration of cyclin D within nucleus is

induced rapidly so that it reaches the peak level at 50 in approximately 75 pt. Then

the concentration is reduced rapidly to low levels due to the proteasome-mediated

ubiquitination. Asymptotic behavior of cyclin D is clearly observed close to the

concentration units of 175. Then cyclin D enters to the steady constant state. The

simulation results in Fig. 9-III(a,c,d) show that the levels of cyclin D are high in G1

phase and it is low in the S phase, as it is observed by some researchers,74,75 but it is

neither completely disrupted as it is reported by other researchers70 nor it is subse-

quently expressed to keep the concentration at constant level as it is suggested in

several papers.71–73

When G1-dysfunction takes place, functional p16 inhibits binding of Cdk4/6 to

cyclin D by forming the p16Cdk4/6 complex, preventing phosphorylation of Rb and

consequently ubiquitination of cyclin D. This event might be predicted to result in

accumulation of high levels of cyclin D concentration in nucleus. Simulation results

illustrated in Fig. 9-III-b are in agreement with this prediction. The cyclin D con-

centration within sampling interval reaches its maximum level, which is close to 175

units. Furthermore, comparing the concentration levels of the p16Cdk4/6 in nucleus

(Fig. 7-III-b) with cytoplasmic one (Fig. 7-IV-b) we observe that p16Cdk4/6 is

mainly accumulated in cytoplasm rather than in nucleus. This result is rather in-

teresting since to the best of our knowledge, this outcome has not been reported in

the literature so far. Under assumption that p16 is functional at the absence of G1-

dysfunction, cyclin D successfully binds to Cdk4/6 resulting in accumulation of

functional p16 in nucleus (Fig. 7-II-a). Comparing two cases in Fig. 9-III-b and

Fig. 7-II-a, we observe that maximum levels of cyclin D and p16 concentrations in the

nucleus are the same, which is close to the level of 175 units.

It is broadly known that Cdk is an enzyme and therefore once produced, it is

present throughout the cell cycle. It was also reported that Cdk levels remain rela-

tively constant throughout the cell cycle.49,65 Simulation results for Cdk4 and Cdk6

in Fig. 8 reveal that levels of Cdk proteins in cells vary little throughout the cell cycle,

which is in agreement with the literature. The fact that equal amounts of cyclin D

(Fig. 9-III-b) and p16 (Fig. 7-II-a) concentrations are available for binding with

Cdk4/6 coupled with a constant rate of binding reaction might be predicted to result

in equal amount of Cdk4/6 concentrations left after forming resulting complexes.

However, simulation results for Cdk4/6 in Fig. 9-I is somewhat surprising ��� the

amount of Cdk4/6 concentration remained is as high as 125 in cases (a), (c) and (d),

and it is as low as 20 in case (b). The following could be a reasonable explanation for

this observation. When DNA damage or replicative senescence takes place p16 binds

to Cdk4/6 preventing Rb phosphorylation. This event consequently arrests cell cycle
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until damaged DNA is maintained or it remains so continuously if replicative se-

nescence occurs. Dynamic behavior of Cdk4/6 for case Fig. 9-I-b thus supports this

idea as low levels of Cdk4/6 concentration remained after forming p16Cdk4/6 is

insu±cient to initiate Rb phosphorylation.

6. Concluding Remarks and Further Work

This paper describes detailed quantitative model of p16-mediated pathway in higher

eukaryotes. Components of this pathway are frequently found to be inactivated,

downregulated or overexpressed in human cancers. We perform simulations under

assumptions regarding p16 inactivation by the mutations, DNA damage and repli-

cative senescence. Simulation results show that our model is consistent with most of

the available experimental observations about p16-mediated pathway. We are able

to interpret the simulation results in a meaningful way whenever we fail to ¯nd an

experimental observation to compare these results with.

The main ¯ndings of the present work are summarized below:

(a) Inactivation of p16 by the mutations, a critical event in tumor progression,

results in an increase in its cytoplasmic concentration [Fig. 7-I(c,d)].

(b) In wild-type cells, the cyclin D levels are high during G1 phase to initiate DNA

synthesis, but then it is suppressed to low levels during S phase to enable DNA

synthesis (Fig. 9-III-a).

(c) When p16 is functional and there exists dysfunctionality in G1 phase, then

p16Cdk4/6 is mainly accumulated in cytoplasm rather than in nucleus

(Fig. 7-III-b, Fig. 7-IV-b).

(d) In wild-type cells, high levels of functional p16 is accumulated in the nucleus

(Fig. 7-II-a).

(e) High levels of cyclin D are accumulated in nucleus when p16 is functional and

DNA is damaged or replicative senescence occurs (Fig. 9-III-b).

(f) Simulation results for Cdk4 and Cdk6 reveal that levels of Cdk proteins in cells

vary little throughout the cell cycle (Fig. 8).

(g) Cdk4/6 level is high in all cases [Fig. 9-I(a,c,d)] except when p16 is functional

and DNA damage or replicative senescence occurs (Fig. 9-I-b). In the latter case,

Cdk4/6 concentration is reduced to low levels, because functional p16 binds to

Cdk4/6, causing nuclear export of resulting complex.

Our future goal and work in progress involves further elucidation of the available

experimental data on this matter. In concert with experimental approaches, the next

phase of our research will focus on developing analogously detailed model for p21-

mediated pathway, G1-to-S and G2-to-M checkpoints. All these models can then be

coupled to complete big picture of cell cycle in higher eukaryotes as a modular

signaling network. The underlying dynamic behavior of these models might have

implications in diagnosis, prognosis and treatment of human cancers.
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